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Introduction 

 Israeli-Palestinian conflict has been the world’s longest yet most deadly conflict in history. This 

conflict began with the establishment of Israel in 1948. The conflict is intercommunal violence between 

the Israelis and Palestinians regarding both the territories and the religions. Even though this conflict was 

only a small clash between the two nations in the beginning, it has now become the world’s longest and 

destructive conflict. There have been attempts of peace talks, peace treaty signs, multiple negotiations, 

resolutions, and ceasefire to resolve this conflict. However, Israel and Palestine were not able to 

maintain the peace. With the changes made by the two governments through treaties and agreements, 

civilians from both sides were forced to move in and out of their countries and become refugees. This 

research report will be about how the Israeli-Palestinian conflict continues to the present day on various 

levels and its influence towards civilians.  

 

Definition of Key Terms 

West Bank 

West Bank is a piece of land on the east side of Israel. In 1967, Israel started a war with Jordan, 

Egypt, and Syria and won the war just in six days. By winning the war, Israel took over the West 

Bank and the East Jerusalem from Jordan. Since then the West Bank became the “heartland” for 

holy Jewish sites that they were cut off from.  

Gaza 

Gaza is another piece of land surrounded by Israel and Palestine. Before 1967, Gaza was controlled 

by Egypt; after 1967, Israel started to rule Gaza along with the West Bank. In 2005, acting on Israeli 

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon’s initiative, Israeli troops and settlers were pulled out of Gaza. Currently, 

Gaza is controlled under the Islamist group Hamas.  
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One-state solution 

One state solution is a solution where the Gaza and West Bank would become part of either Israel 

or Palestine. One country would be taking control over the area of the land. This solution is believed 

to be the worst possible solution due to its possibility to become a political issue in the future.  

Two-state solution 

Two-state solution is solution proposed by the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights 

of the Palestinian People which was first established by the United Nation’s General Assembly 

(UNGA). This solution states that Palestine would be an independent state in Gaza and some 

regions of the West Bank and Israel as an independent state in the rest of the West Bank region. 

This solution may be the worst choice among all the other proposed solutions, but it seems like to be 

the only acceptable solution. 

Three-state solution 

Three state solution is the most unlikely solution out of all the three solutions proposed. In fact, this 

solution states that Gaza should return to Egypt and the West Bank to return to Jordan which does 

not let neither Israel or Palestine to be in power of the land.  

Zionism 

Zionism is Israel’s national ideology that states Judaism is a nationality and a religion at the same 

time. This ideology helped Jewish to be reminded of the concerns regarding the Arabs and 

Palestinians in the Israeli state which eventually brought Jewish people back to Israel and the West 

Bank. The problem with this ideology is that they all strongly believe that Israel should exist in its 

independent state; however, it does not know how the government should look like in that case.  

Nakba 

Naka is an Arabic term for catastrophe that describes the refugee situation in Palestinian and the 

minority situation in Israel. Due to the 1948 war, 700,000 Palestinians were forced out of their 

homes and became refugees. This creation of mass refugees is a social problem that is most visible 

yet hardest to find an appropriate solution. These problems do not simply deal with the human rights 

aspect but also the financial aspect.  

Jerusalem 

Jerusalem may seem like a type of religion in its first glance; however, it is a city that borders 

between Israel and the West Bank. Uniquely, this city is a home for both Judaism and Islam which 
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makes the city desirable by both Israel and Palestine. From the figure, it is shown that during the 

first 20 years of Israel,  

Hamas 

Hamas is a political organization that governs Gaza independently under the Palestinian Authority. 

This organization is a Palestinian Islamist militant group that wages war through violent matters such 

as suicide bombings and rocket attacks. Their main goal is to replace the Gaza and West Bank as a 

Palestinian state.  

Settlements 

Settlements are communities of Jewish people who are moving into the West Bank after the Israeli 

government took control over it in 1967. Some of the reasons behind settlers moving in are religious 

reasons, cheap housing, or the want to call the West Bank part of Israel’s property. Even though 

settlements seem to be inefficient, some researchers consider the issue of settlements as solutions 

to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  

Fatah 

Fatah is a nationalist political party that dominates the Palestinian politics, the Palestinian Liberation 

Organization (PLO) and Palestinian Authority (PA).  

 

Background Information 

History 

Conflicts 

Like many other historical conflicts, one of the primary causes of Israeli-Palestinian conflict is 

religion. Israel is the only Jewish state worldwide which is located in the east of Mediterranean 

Sea. On the other side, Palestine is an Arab Muslim state which makes the two states impossible 

to reach an effective yet fair solution. Religion plays a strong role in providing a living moral for 

individuals. Since citizens living based on two different living morals are trying to think alike, it is 

impossible to come to a conclusion.  

Religion was not the only cause of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The different style of governing 

that the two states are pursuing for the West Bank and Gaza is what creates the territorial 

dispute. But why is the ownership of these land pieces indistinct? The history of this territorial 

dispute dates back to the nineteenth century. After the Arab-Israeli war in 1948, the Holy land 
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was divided into 3 different areas of land: State of Israel, West Bank, and Gaza. Until the Yom 

Kippur War in October 1973 there were minor shifts of land borders by Israel. Without any notice, 

Syria and Egypt launched a surprise attack on Israel, reasoning to be Israel’s occupation in the 

Sinai Peninsula and the Golan Heights. In September 1978, the Camp David Accords had to step 

in the conflict by establishing a historic peace treaty for Israel and Egypt. In March 1979, the 

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat and the Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin signed the 

peace treaty with the lead of the United States of America (USA) to come to an agreement.  

 

After the territorial dispute, several intifadas broke out. Intifada is an uprising against Israelis by 

the Palestinians. In 1987, the first intifada consisting thousands of Palestinians living in the West 

Bank and Gaza broke out. Once again, an outside force called had to mediate the conflict. This 

time, a Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-Government Arrangements also called the “Oslo 

Accord” was signed by the Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin and Palestine Liberation 

Organization (PLO). The Oslo Accord promised that the Palestinian Authority (PA) would be 

established with the governing responsibilities in the West Bank and Gaza region for a five-year 

period along with permanent status talks regard the issues of borders, refugees, and Jerusalem. 

Once again, the president of the USA, Bill Clinton, played a role for the two countries to come to 

an agreement. However, by the end of Clinton’s presidency, the peace between Israel and 

Palestine came to an end. in 2000, another round of Israeli-Palestinian began. The second 

intifada among Israelis and Palestinians was more severe than the first intifada. In 2015, the 

Palestinian President, Mahmoud Abbas declared an end to the Oslo Accords, believing it to be 

limiter. Researchers concern that when the third intifada breaks out, it would possibly lead to 

large-scale violence and a possible war.  

Thirteen years after USA’s failure to bring Israel and Palestine to peace in 2000, USA attempted 

to retrieve the peace treaty through peace talks. However, the peace talks lead to another failure 

due to the conflict between Fatah and Hamas in the Gaza region. The two organizations signed 

another treaty for additional agreements in October 2017. Even after the Trump administration 

made the Israeli-Palestinian conflict a priority, there still has yet been any agreement between the 

two conflicting states. In 2014, another clash between Palestinian territories led to a military 

confrontation between the two states. Only after 73 Israelis and 2,251 Palestinians were killed, 

Egypt brokered a cease-fire deal in late August 2014.  

Two-State Solution 

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is one the world’s longest-running and controversial conflict 

throughout the years. This not only shows that the conflict is complicated but also seemingly 
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unsolvable. Facing this challenge, several nations and organizations have attempted to provide 

solutions for the issue at hand. Solutions such as: One-State solution, combining all states into a 

single state, Two-State solution, allowing Israel and Palestine to be their independent states, and 

Three-State solution, returning West Bank and Gaza to Egypt and Jordan, were proposed. After 

running through stimulations for the proposed solutions, the two-state solution seems to be the 

most effective yet plausible solution. This solution allows both Israel and Palestinian to reach an 

agreement to a certain degree regarding the govern system of West Bank and Gaza. Compared 

to the One-State solution and Three-State solution the Two-State solution is treated to be the 

mainstream to resolve the conflict since it allows Israel to be a Jewish state and Palestine to be a 

Palestinian state. Since there were multiple tries of different nations and organizations trying to 

resolve this conflict but never worked out, separating the two states seems to be the only solution 

available. The question here is: how will the borders be drawn?  

Influences on 

 Refugees 

Like many other territorial disputes, the citizens are forced to move out of their own houses and 

become a refugee. Due to the 1948 war, around 750,000 Palestinians were displaced and 

became refugees. Not a single individual was allowed to return to their house and were all 

scattered around the world. Approximately, there are five million refugees who are under the 

United Nations Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) while the other refugees tried to be part of 

the UNRWA, they were not able to register for several reasons. Around a million of the refugees 

from the 7 refugees were displaced for the first time from the society they used to fit in. The last 

million group of refugees are Palestinian who were displaced people who were not able to return 

to their individual houses but are present in either Israel or the Palestine.  

The Palestine refugee camps are overpopulated compared to the ones in Israel due to its policy 

that allows refugees in Palestine to have the same rights as a Palestinian civilian. This includes 

rights such as: the right to be protected during war time, and the right to return to their country. 

Seeing as the issue of overpopulated refugees in Palestine is not showing any progress within 

the state, the Two-State solution to establish Palestine as an independent state does not seem to 

be the best solution in this case. 

 

Major Countries and Organizations Involved 

Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) 
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The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is a national representative of the Palestinian 

people that runs the government in the West Bank only and the Palestinian Authority. The organization 

tries to host peace talks to soften the tension between Israel and Palestine. The organization is 

continuously putting effort in resolving the conflict.  

Palestinian Authority (PA) 

Palestinian Authority (PA) is a semi-autonomous government that manages the territories of 

Palestinian and makes deals with Israel.  

United States of America 

 As mentioned previously, USA both successfully and unsuccessfully engaged in the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict. From the USA's continuous engagement, it is clear that Israel and the USA have a 

close relationship. It is never known why the two nations are close, but research says that the American 

leaders and the American public in general has sympathized with issues in Israel for a long time.  

Egypt 

As one of the countries that have signed the peace treaty with Israel with the aid of the USA, 

Egypt is forbidden to have any military presence in the contacting border. By doing so, it prevents the 

issues regarding the flourish of militant and criminal groups.  

Jordan 

Jordan is another country that has signed the peace treaty with Israel. Jordan has the largest 

concentration of Palestinian refugees and allows the Palestinians within the state to have full citizenship 

rights. Due to this reason, there is an overpopulation of refugees, leading them to be poorly treated. 

There seems to be a need for support from neighbouring countries regarding the issue of overpopulated 

refugees in Jordan.  

 

Timeline of Events 

Date 

Date Description of event 

1948 The start of Arab-Israeli war.  

1949 
End of the Arab-Israeli war with Israel signing Armistice Agreements with 

neighbouring countries 
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1967 June 
The Six-Day regional war between forces of Egypt, Syria, Jordan, Iraq and their 

supporters. 

1967 November 22 United Nations Security Council (UNSC) adopts resolution 242.  

1970 Israel attacks Palestinian fighters during the “Black September” in Jordan 

1973 
United Nations Security Council (UNSC) passes resolution 338 which calls for a 

ceasefire and withdrawal of Israelian military from the Palestinian territory 

1976 
Israel confistigates thousands of hectares of land from the Palestinian citizens. 

A protest called “Land Day'' is organized yearly in order to get their lands back.  

1978 The Camp David Accords is signed by Egypt and Israel. 

1987–1991 The first intifada 

1988 
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) accepts United Nations’ 

resolution 242 and 338. 

1993 
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) signs the Declaration of 

Principles of Interim Self-Government Arrangements (OSLO I). 

1995 

The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel signs another 

agreement regarding the autonomy in certain parts of West Bank and Gaza 

Strip (OSLO II) 

1997 
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel signs an agreement 

that asks Israeli forces to withdraw from Hebron.  

2000-2005 The Second Intifada 

2000 
The Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) and Israel renews the Camp 

David II submission.  

2002 
Israel occupied Palestinian cities in the West Bank. This event heats up the 

Second Intifada.  

  

 

Relevant Treaties and Events 

● Resolution 242, 22 November 1967, (S/RES/242) 

This resolution asks Israel to withdraw from all territories occupied during the war for “termination 

of all claims or states of belligerency" and "acknowledgement of sovereignty, territorial integrity 

and political independence of every state in the area." Further ideas and solutions regarding the 

Two-State solution were edited or built based on the resolution. 

● Resolution 194, Article 11 
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This resolution deals with the issues regarding refugees. The resolution states that refugees in 

Palestine should be permitted to live at peace with their neighbours and be able to return to their 

original homes at an earliest date.  

● 1949 Armistice Agreements 

This agreement is an armistice agreement made among Israel, Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, and 

Syria to end all hostilities during the 1948 Arab-Israeli War. This agreement also settled the 

border issues between the nations by creating the Green Line.  

 

Previous Attempts to solve the Issue 

 Although there were attempted tries of peace talk between Hamas and the PLOs, they have 

failed multiple times due to an interruption of a political crisis. Not only did the peace talks fail but it could 

be emphasized how all foreign forces that tried to resolve the conflict through the peace treaties, 

mentioned in the conflict section, have failed. Resolutions proposed by the UN General Assembly and 

UNSC have failed to pass and be put into action. However, there are solutions being proposed based on 

the framework of the resolutions. Since the resolutions are being used as an approachable solution 

towards the conflict, future solutions proposed should be built based on the Two-State solution.  

  

Possible Solutions 

 In order to bring an end to this conflict is to provide a plausible and satisfiable agreement for both 

Israel and Palestine. In order to achieve that, the Two-State solution could be re-defined with specific 

details. The new proposal of the Two-State solution could include where the borders of each state would 

exist, how distinct the governing systems will be, and how the two states will maintain the peace.  

 The issue of refugees clearly has gone out of control for Palestine to resolve independently. 

Therefore, engagement of neighbouring countries and organizations is another solution that could be 

incorporated. The origin of all 7 million refugees should be studied along with finding a solution to 

relocate the refugees to a country where they could live a quality life. Seeing as it is close to impossible 

to send the refugees back to their original homes, the study of where all the refugees came from could 

help the organizations to relocate the refugees to a similar environment, helping them to adjust faster.  
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